
Item 4.3 
Senate 11.07.18 

Innovation Refurbishment and Decant Arrangements Paper – implications for Teaching 
and Research 

Recommended Action 

Senate is invited to consider the recommendation from AGC in relation to Regulation 29 
and the note circulated to Senators on 26thJune 2018. 

Summary 

The purpose of this paper is to invite Senate to consider the following actions arising 
from the Senate discussion on Innovation Refurbishment and Decant Arrangements: 

1) At the meeting of Senate on 16th May, it was agreed that the College
Secretary would review the wording of Regulation 29, and consider whether 
to propose changes to clarify the scope of the Regulation. AGC considered 
the matter at their June meeting. The enclosed paper (Annex A) outlines 
AGC’s consideration of the wording of Regulation 29; and reports AGC’s 
recommendation that that the wording of the Regulation is clear and does 
not require amendment.  

2) In addition, it was agreed at the 16th May meeting of Senate that issues
raised in the paper relating to academic quality and standards would be 
considered further by the Executive; and that a note would be circulated to 
Senators for information in June. A note was circulated to Senators on 26th 
June 2018 which contained an update on plans for the CLS as well as a 
summary of the issues relating to quality and standards. This is attached at 
Annex B.  

Senate is invited to consider the recommendation from AGC in relation to Regulation 29 
and the note circulated to Senators on 26th June 2018. 

Two actions required. 



Item 4.3, Annex A 
Senate 11.07.18 

Innovation Refurbishment and Decant Arrangements Paper – implications for Teaching 
and Research 

1) Regulation 29 – Senate’s Role in Major Change Projects

Summary 

At the meeting of Senate on 16th May, it was agreed that the College Secretary would 
review the wording of Regulation 29, and consider whether to propose changes to clarify 
the scope of the Regulation. 

This paper offers some initial considerations, discussed at AGC, about the wording of 
Regulation 29; and reports on the discussion at AGC and AGC’s recommendation that no 
change is made to the current wording. 

Background 

Regulation 29, which is attached for reference, was introduced in 2014, following 
discussion at Senate of PSR and Restructuring affecting Visiting Lecturers. In the latter, 
papers of the day note that the role of Boards of Studies in reviewing, monitoring and 
escalating to Senate was recognised. 

The Regulation sets the role Senate should play a role in major change projects to 
make sure that their impact on academic quality and standards is considered and taken 
into account at stages throughout a major change project; and that the final outcome of 
the change project enhances quality and maintains standards. 

At Senate on 16th May, Senators raised the question whether the work referred to as 
‘Innovation Refurbishment and Decant Arrangements’ in a paper from four Elected 
Senators constituted a major change project. 

It was agreed at that meeting of Senate that: 

• The issues raised in the paper relating to academic quality and standards would
be taken away and considered further by the Executive and a note would 
circulated in June to Senate that responded to the concerns raised; 

• It would be important to consider whether this project should be considered a
major change project and this would be addressed in the response to 
Senators. 

• For future projects involving estate moves it was worth considering prior to the
project commencing whether proposals in each case should fall under the 
provisions of Senate Regulation 29, Role of Senate in Major Change Projects 

• The College Secretary would review the wording of Regulation 29, and
consider whether to propose changes to clarify the scope of the Regulation. 

Wording of Regulation 29: considerations discussed by AGC 

Whether a project constitutes a ‘major change project’ and how this is determined is 
clearly outlined in the Regulation wording below: 

‘ExCo will decide whether the project is major with significant potential risks to 
academic quality and standards which will impact many of the Schools and, 
where this is the case, will present it to Senate. However, Senators can also 
request that Senate discusses whether this regulation should cover a particular 
project.’ 2



It is not clear that it will be possible to improve this text in any significant way as the 
current wording, and Senate processes, allow either the Executive or Senators to raise 
questions relating to academic quality and standards relating to change projects at City. 

So in practice, whether or not the proposed move to temporary accommodation for staff 
in the City Law School and for SASS PhD students should formally be categorised as a 
major change project, the note circulated by the Executive in relation to quality and 
standards should in any case fulfil the requirements that would apply under  Regulation 
29, namely that in the case of major change projects: 

‘Senate will seek assurance from the responsible officer on the way in which 
academic quality and standards will be protected’. 

Discussion at AGC and Recommendation to Senate 

At the meeting of AGC on 13th June, AGC agreed that no changes to clarify the scope of the 
Regulation were required in this instance: the wording of the Regulation was already clear 
and did not require any further amendment.  

However, it was noted at the meeting that the use of the phrase ‘Senate should be’ 
throughout the text would be further reviewed by the College Secretary as this could be 
perceived as ambiguous. AGC would receive a further update in the Autumn Term.   

Recommended Action 

Senate is invited to consider AGC’s recommendation of no change to the wording of 
Regulation 29. 

Dr William 
Jordan College 
Secretary 
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REGULATION 29 
ROLE OF SENATE IN MAJOR CHANGE PROJECTS 

Senate’s Role 
1. Senate’s role in connection with major change projects is to seek assurance that

academic quality and standards will be protected and enhanced where possible 
but not to run, govern or make decisions in respect of the project. Senate should 
focus on the intended outcomes of the project and any effects on academic 
quality and standards rather than the process of change for which it should rely 
on the Executive.  ExCo will decide whether the project is major with significant 
potential risks to academic quality and standards which will impact many of the 
Schools and, where this is the case, will present it to Senate.  However, 
Senators can also request that Senate discusses whether this regulation should 
cover a particular project. 

Initial Decision 
2. Senate will want to be informed of the scope of the project, including the key

potential risks to academic quality and standards, the consultation processes 
and overall governance arrangements for the project. Senate might wish to 
comment on the project including commenting to Council.  

During the Project 
3. The responsible officer will report on progress to Senate including risks to and

impact on academic quality and standards. If there are significant risks to 
academic quality and standards then Senate will want to hear how academic 
quality and standards will be protected. The reporting frequency will be 
determined by Senate and built into the Senate calendar. 

4. AGC and/or Senate can require an internal audit to be carried out during the
project which will report and provide assurance to AGC and Senate. 

5. If there are programme specific quality issues, the Programme Committees
(perhaps having been raised at the Student-Staff Liaison Committees which 
report into Programme Committees) will deal with this or escalate  them to the 
Board of Studies. 

6. If there are School level issues which come through Programme Committees or
Student Experience Committees, the Board of Studies   will deal with these or 
escalate them to Senate. The Chair of the Board of Studies has a responsibility 
to quickly escalate such issues if the meeting cycle is not appropriate and the 
risks are significant. 

7. If issues are escalated to Senate, Senate will seek assurance from the
responsible officer on the way in which academic quality and standards will be 
protected. 

8. Senate may escalate matters to Council at any time.

Following the Project 
9. Senate will receive a report on the learnings from the Project restricted to

matters concerning academic quality and standards. 

Approved as a Regulation 18.06.14 
Approved by Chair’s Action (Senate) 24.08.16 
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Senate 26.06.18 
To note via email circulation 

City Law School (CLS) ‘Decant’ issue – note for Senate 

The plan changed substantially in the week after the Senate meeting. This is summarised in 
the staff communication below. Following the Communication, this note also provides a short 
summary of the issues relating to quality and standards. 

City Law School (CLS) ‘Decant’ Update – Communication of Tuesday 22 May 2018 

1. Background

On the 3 May 2018 CLS released details of proposed staff and student relocations (decants) 
scheduled to take place in June and July 2018. These communications followed months of 
detailed planning and coordination for multiple interconnected projects, leading up to the 
agreement of a decant schedule in late April 2018. The complexities of the overall decant 
schedule, which involves a number of Schools and Departments, had not allowed earlier 
notice to be given to either students or staff affected by the moves. 

Over the course of the following week, the School held meetings with staff at which the 
moves were discussed in further detail. From these meetings, and by email responses to the 
initial notifications, we received comments from staff, students and union representative 
which broadly fall into three categories (questions about consultation/communication; the 
nature of proposed decant spaces; suggestions on space configurations). We responded to 
this feedback by releasing a detailed Q&A document on 16 May. 

2. Feedback

Through the many discussions which have taken place since 3 May, in the Schools, in 
Property and Facilities, at senior management level, and between these groups, some 
further changes in requirements have emerged. Namely, that Law staff are, as far as 
practicable, housed together in a single building (including open-plan space) or that space in 
Abacus House is redesigned, and that health and safety assessments are carried out on 
proposed decant spaces. 

Property and Facilities subsequently carried out a review of external accommodation, 
developed new proposals for different configurations of Abacus House ground floor and 
reassessed capacity and possible decant variations across Myddelton and Gloucester. 
To be clear on health and safety, workplace assessments are carried out prior to anyone 
moving and, in a more general sense, we use professional experience to assess suitability of 
decant and permanent options against a wide range of factors including safety, 
appropriateness to proposed activities, accessibility, wellbeing etc.  All physical works/moves 
are risk assessed and carried out in line with our Safe System of Work for Contractors and 
other Safety processes.   

3. New Proposals

3.2 CLS PhD students 

Original Proposal: students to decant to the lower ground floor of Myddelton Street (vacating 
Gloucester level 2 on Friday 15 June). 

New proposal: Following further analysis of spaces at Myddelton and Gloucester, we no 
longer require decant of level 2, which means students can stay in their present location.  

Item 4.3, Annex B 
Senate 11.07.18
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3 CLS Academic Staff 

Original Proposal: staff to decant to Gloucester and Abacus House Buildings (vacating CIC 
on various dates in July). 

New Proposal: Following further analysis of spaces at Myddelton and Gloucester, we now 
propose decanting all CLS academic staff to the ground floor of Myddelton Building.  

3.4 CLS professional service staff 

Original proposal: CLS professional Services staff to decant to College in July. This plan 
remains the same. 

3.5 CLS Library 

Original proposal:  CLS library to decant to College (AG17) in July. This plan remains the 
same. 

4. Next steps

These new proposals have been developed after feedback from impacted staff and students, 
and from union representatives. The option of moving CLS academic staff to Myddelton 
were agreed in principal by CLS management, before discussion with impacted Law staff 
and students on Monday 21 May. We believe these new proposals offer the best solution to 
our decant requirements and is responsive to feedback we’ve received over the last two 
weeks. We will now have more detailed discussions with Property and Facilities and other 
parties to confirm timings and logistics.  

End of Communication  

Quality and Standards 

The main issues raised that relate to quality and standards were: 

Personal tutoring spaces 
The new plans include 4 private workspaces / meeting rooms for staff to hold PT sessions. 
In addition CLS will work with SHS helpdesk staff to utilise the rooms in the SHS student 
area. The situation will be monitored and if necessary we will request that CLS are given 
priority booking for an additional room. CLS have recruited a Departmental Administrator to 
support staff in the booking of rooms. 

Research student spaces 
The new proposal means that CLS PhD staff will remain in their current location 

Library and particularly study spaces for UG and PGT 
The University has agreed to allocate additional study space for CLS students in the 
Saddlers Common room. Since the 'pool' was last used by Law students, additional study 
spaces have been added across the campus, including new spaces in Drysdale and Tait, 
and so the overall capacity for study spaces has been increased. So the combination of 
‘pool’, Saddlers Common and additional study spaces should accommodate the additional 
students in the Law cohort. 
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Staff spaces and storage 
Myddleton St has sufficient desk space for all Academic Programmes staff and the plans 
include 4 private meeting /work offices and a staff breakout area. The area will be 
reconfigured to maximise storage space, and this will be reassessed once the works are 
complete and all staff are in situ. 
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